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'.l'ogethet' with the study of i:he interactions and decays 1)£ po~ithre K 

1,artid;e.s, 1 we have also ata:rted a ahtnilar study on. negative K particlee in 

flight. 'rhe problem here is considerably harder because of th.e lo\•:r abundJ.it~-:e 
") 

of ne~ative K particles.-~ 
) 

In contrast to the behavio~ of K,.. pa1•ticlee, the-observed interactions of 

K rt:e9ona in flight include occasional large staR's. accompanied by w-mesoil 

en1iG .~icm. \V €: also h<Lve evidence that the crc;ss section for K- interaction :\ o . 

1 ~ h '!'~+ ... I t" • . • 1 "'I t t I a:?.'gfJ:t tf.l~Hl t e ::-.. c:rose sec~.lOTA. n par 1cuJ.ar, we e:.gree \>Vlt 1. r nrnoos e. , 

and Sc:.lant 3 
tha.t th-z cross fJect.ion may be geometric. ,All th·;::se facto:rs adC::. 1:>.p 

to ~h.~ st:riking difference in the nature of the interactions between fJOSitive ~ nd 

n;;:g:,~.r:iv~'l K pal·ticleG~. As mentioned befoze 1 the.se factcn•s tend to confi.i'll"'l ~:u; 
C!..:r1c0.pt of a quanhm.'l rmmbe:r 4 • 

5
• 6 (~'strangeness"}, \~thich has two diffe:<:>ent 

4- ~ 

v<.:.)•.:v.!l for K · and K 'tnesone. 

The LllHH:.::.·vC!d l.:.trge:r. intel'actiOY! c:ross section for K meson.s can be 

_r,-;._; .tl.:::!'ecl •.::vidence for a ' 1fltronger. inte:~.~actionn. 5 It may aiso pel"h.:.ps <!cct•u \:: 

:.·-•·;:y f . .:r the much lm,ve:r abund.ance oi K mesons. t.! ;\s prcd\lction h2.s eo f~·.:· 
,_ ··' ~~,"~"''ad ("~'''''•' wl·li-~ CtJ""l'"l"'"' '''t1" 1 e' ;t ma--r.._, -,..,n,.id"" ... """~ --'~..,·~·· •·he ,. ""··"·""" ·''-• .;,,, 1. o.h-~ •• o"' .o.i.} .. _~ • >'A .,.J ,, ..... <' ,_,j. .,. !. ) U~ ·~v •}, '' ~ \;;U. ll~~~,. '• .4~ '-' • -

:~ .. )t,i'.J.";><;u i::: i:·w;--.2, ~-=:aliJ.y l'eab~:.orbsd, while the r·('" under s:iu:dh .. ::r ·:ixcu~ru;.:c :.:.:e ~ 
··<·: ... :: amitu?;:L Of c:.:m.t'::•e a po:;;s:':bl.a shOlrtel' lifeth:(Je (oee below; for K 1n.:· H;c 

vbo .~0~1t:.").h1J.tl? to their 10'\i'le.r 3.buud2.nce, ;n.;; dvca th~ J:.>1'SSU1:":.;ed ~·.3-
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We exposed an emulsion stack to the focused K- beam 7 and, by techniques 

very similar to those described for K+ mesons, 1. we have looked for K- inter

actions and decays. One difference here was 'that scanning could be started 

right at the edge where the K- mesons enter, as there are no protons of the 

same momentum. 

In 3 meters of K- followed, we have found six interactions in flight. We 

have also found three events which we have classified as decays in flight. 

A. Interactions in Flight 

The six interactions in flight of K- mesons observed are described in Table I. 

In three cases, numbers 1, Z, and 5, the visible energy release plus the binding 

energy of the outgoing particles exceeds the kinetic energy of the incoming K 

meson. 

Of the six stars, at least two and probably three have pions coming out. The 

mean free path for K- -particle interaction is thus probably consistent with the 

ge~metric mean free path. 

B. Decay in Flight 

In the 3 meters of K- track followed, three decays in flight were found, 

We have classified as a decay in flight an event having ~ne outgoing prong that 

has a smaller grain density than the K- track being followed. Of course, in 

the case of K- mesons, it cannot be completely ruled out that some of these 

events are nuclear interactions in which just a 1r meson is emitted. However, 

because of the catastrophic nature of the K- interactions in flight, it' appears 

to us very unlikely that no sign of a recoil or black evaporation prong should 

appear in conjunction with a 1r emission. 
.. - -8 

The K track followed correspo~ds to a proper time of 1. 95 x !0 second. 

The last 2 mm of K- tracks that stopped were not included, since decays in 

flight in this part of the track cannot be· readily identified. The resulting mean 

lifetime for K- mesons is 0.65 ± 0.45 x 10·8 second. The error quoted is due 

to the statistical standard deviation, other errors being negligible in comparison. 

This appears to be shorter than the K+ mean lifetime; however, with the small 

number of events involved, no definite conclusion can be reached. 

This work was pe:d'ormed under the auspices of .the U. S. Atomic Energy 

Commission. 



Table I 

. K- Interactions in flight 

No.. Energy of K·- at Interaction Prong Number 
)vi.~vl 

Range Energy* 
~Mev) 

Identity 

' .. 

2 

--~.us~~ =. ---~~----~o. ... ·---·-----1-----~~--------s-·ll--~-C.-,. __ U..__.,.,,Mt' ___ .Ca 

87 :i.: 5 

2 44011 

3 

Pion rest energy 

Binding energy 

9 

55 

140 

16 

TOTAL 225 

(p) 

(11') Grain 4ensity is 1.5 x minimum. 
If Prong 3 is a proton, its 
energy is 380 Mev and tht total 
energy would be 413 Mev. 

.. ~· ~ .......... ··-···. -- ................. -... -·--....... ___ --··· .,... . -- .... _ ...... -. - ~· ................ -- .. -- ....... ···-- ·-·· -... ~. - ...... -... ........ -........... -·-- ...... -
1 179011 ZO «P) 

2 >15o9mm > 68 \p) 

3 37~ 8 (p) 

4 

5 

6 

28~8mm 

113JA, 

l301J. 

751£ 

Pion rest energy 
Binding energy 

4Z 

4 

6 

3 

140 
48 

TOTAL >!39 

11'- ends" Givea 1-prong star. 

(p) 

(p) 

fp) 

·--------- -------------~-·-·--··-··--·~·-··-·------·-·-···-··-··-----~·- ···--------- -··-·- -·. 
77 * 6 1 62j.!. 2.6 (p) 

2 149~ 17.8 ~p) 
Binding energy 16 

TOTAL 
-·-·--~~ 

1 716~ 
Binding energy 

36 

12 
8 

(p) 

· TOTAL 20 .... - ... - -----· ____ ·-·- ______ .. 5 -~--· 1-·----------·-·- ·-- --· ·--------- -........ ·- -(p) ... . 
2 (~ -----· ------·----.. --·-···--.. ---·----------·-

6 1 (p) 
2 (p) 

-·--·-------- ... 3 . _. --···--~1J ...... 0~.Y.2.='::2:.1 E. -··---·-· _.-- -· 
);:'I' he visible energy release has been calculated on the asoumption tiu:t ~il black pl"ongs are r: .-~ .-::- :·. 
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